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A&SF panel cuts
budget 25 pct.,
sends to senate

FLORIDA
Vol. 8

BY ARLA FILKO
Sta ff Writer

ure
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Fri~ay, June 4, 1976
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The final recommendations for Lhe 1976-77 Activity and Service
Fre budgeL (A&SF) were to be presented Thursday to the Student
Senate by Lhe Student Finance Committee, and according to the
money bill, the commiltee "cut most budgets to emergency levels."
In all, $253,386 was sliced from th~ original requests by clubs and
organizations of $998,022· the committee recommended Lo Lhe senate
LhaL 25 per cent of the money reques.ted not be granled.
The Village Cenler was cut $87,704, the biggest reduction in dollar
amounts of any organizalion requesting funds. Th programming
budget for the VC will remain al Lhe same level as last

A lhlclics buclJ;ct cul may c9sl FTU two sports, page
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year--$50,000-although $100,000 was requ ested for prof,!ramming.
Vicki Roussman VC programming director, said of Lhe $176,590
allocated to Lhe VC, abouL $50,000 will be use d for programming and
the remainder for operating ExpensPs. "I'm pained abouL Lhe cut," Ms.
Roussman said. "We won t eve n be ablP Lo maintain the level or
quality of programs we had this year. Tlwr<' will b<• nolhing in Lhe way
of big name speakNs or groups - no more Gene Roddenberrys." She
s pPcula~ed programming emphases may be shirted.
Lude nL Gove rnm ent which requ es le d $ 111 214, was cut by
$ 27 550. " SLudr nL GovNnm en L will have Lo do. som e thing olhcr Chan .
sp end mon ey,'' AndNscn said. ' W<' ' rl' goin g Lo be hurling- Lhen"s no
doubt abouL it."
The Stude nt Financl' Commiltec a nLi cipa Les $ 931 ,39 0 nc.' L :/ear in
A&SF in com e>, whi ch is . Lak en from tuition fees. Of LhaL fi gure
$ 152,326 will be usc·d ror Lh r VC sin kin g fund (Lo p ay th e m o rtgage
on Lhe VC buildin gs) and o nly $ 34,4 28 will bf' le ft on resrrve. " ThNP
should be $ 100, 000 le ft o n rcsNvc ' said A ndersPn ,. addin g, " I do n 'L
know how we're going Lo go bac k up Lo LhaL. "
If Lhe submilt Pd bud ge t is not a pproved a special Stu dr nt Pnatc
mee tin g may be hPld durin g final s wP e k, but A nderse n said h e hopes
Lh e 1H' w budget"will be read y by Lh e b<>ginnin g or Lh e n scal ~ r ar , July
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Th e Florida Board of Rege nts
will meet June 7 at 9: 30 a.m. in
Lhe Villagl' Theater MulLipurpoSl'
Rooin Lo discu ss proposals
affecting dass sizes, reduction s
in teacher education enrollmenl
and proposed FTU · physical
educalion facililies.
The
BOR
Facilities
Committee in May approved
plans for the outdoor physical ·
·education facililies at FTU. A
shower and locker building, a
baseball diamond, 6 Lennis
courts, a running track and
bleachers are iLems included in
the $800,000 proposal.
Also included in the facilities
package are two soccer fields, an
archery range, four handball
courts, two basketball courts, a
softball fiPld, an irrigation
system and outdoor lighting.
: Accardi ng to BOR spokesmen,
approval is expected.
The board will also deal with
"low productivity' university
programs in a number of ways.
One proposal to be considered is
the adoption of minimum class

si-Zl':l. J'hi s would se t nrnlimum
slandards of 15 students for
lower division courses, 12
students for upper division
courses and SPven students for
graduate courses.
Red u c ti on s i n Le a ch in g
enrollment of 10 per cent at Lhc
entNing junior class levels was
recommended by the Program
and
Communications
Committee. The committee also
recommen _d ed redirecling
faculty resources Lo in-service
requirements of teachers.
The board is also undergoing a
program review of "low
productivity" programs-those
programs with less than "450
credit hours. Objectives of the
review
a re to consider
strengthening of programs,
consolidation of resources where
appropriate and termination of
other programs.
The Slate Coun iLof Student
Body Presidents will conduct
meetings simultaneously with
the regents beginning Satu-rday
at 10 a.m. on_campus.
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Where A&SF money has gone since 1969
Key:
1·. In tercollegate Athletics
2. Recreation, Intramurals,
Ex tram u rals
3. Social Activities
4. Theatre
5. Orienlation and Handbook
6. Future

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Yearbook
Village Center
Stur!P.nt Government
Heal th Center
Student Insurance
Activity Reserve
Village Center Interest &
Sinking Fund

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Unallocated Reserve
Literary Magazine
Lake Claire
Auxiliary Administration
Debate Team

At 'Meet Your Administrator' Series

Goree foresees Caps for fall
By HOLLY CRISWELL
and

ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writers

Photo by Barry Bradley

OUTGOING STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Gary
Andersen administers the oath of office to his · successor, former Student Body Vice-President Riel Walsh. It was a
rare serious moment at a banquet marked by I!U.arity and
light-hearted kidding among student senators and executive
officers. More oh page 3.

In last Friday's final segmenL
of "Meet Your Administrator,"
Vice-President for Business
Affairs John P. Goree speculated
there will be enrollmen L caps
beginning fall quarter.
While discussing pending
legislation allocating funds for
the State University System,
Goree said it is hot possible to
estimate full quarter enrollment
figures until appropriations are
made.
The discussion turned to
o~her
state legislation when
Vice-President for Community

Relations William K. Grasty,
who shared the spotlight with
Qoree, sajd he opposes placing a
studenL on the Board of Regents
(BOR) because the student will
serve only one year. However,
Goree said he would support
placing a recenL graduate on the
BOR for four years.
Grasty said he doubted a studenL could devote the
necessary time or money it
would take to do a good job.
The money issue dominated
the second hour of the two-hour
rap session with students when
Student Body PresidenL Rick
Walsh brought up the Activity
and Service Fee (A&SF) budget
and complained that "the
university is ~king for Stu~ent

·Government funds which should
come from the university,"
specifically money for theatre
and veterans' certification
Goree, pointing out that
Student Government is facing
th e same budgetary problems as
the administration, said "This ,
in my 16 years in the State
University System, is the biggest
economic crunch ever."
Goree blamed the economic
crunch on the "anti-intellectualism" in the legislature and sais
"it (the crunch) is going to stay
this way for several years."
Goree talked about FTU's
financial situation. He said the
education comples, -when
completed, will cost $4.5
Continued on page 10

Page 2- Future -June 5

Senate restricts
observatory funding
The Student Senate voted last
week to allocate $6,250 to build.
an astronomical observatory on
campus · if the university's
summer enrollment reaches
6,300 by the fourth week of the
quarter.
The restriction was placed on
the bill by Sen. Susan Fedor
who said the expenditure could
not be made without placing the
minimum· enrollment
requirement on the bill. The
restriction was passed after
consjderable debate.
Miss Fedor explained the

TM club
proposed
for
FTU
The final stages of planning
for an on-campus club for
practitioners of Transcentai
Meditation (TM) are nearing
completion, according to a
spokesperson for the TM Center
in Winter Park.
Ann Henderson, president of
the International Meditation
Society said the club would be
for people who already practice
the technique, but that the
proposed . organization would
sponsor lectures ·and classes for
anyone interested in learning to
meditate.
Ms. Henderson said although
the society had sponsored
lectures on the FTU campus for
5 years, an official chapter had
never been formed despite· the
mushrooming popularity of
meditation on campus across the
·
nation.
She stressed that TM was not
a religion, just a "simple.
effortless mental technique"
that expands the conscious
capacity of the individual and
enduces deep rest.
Ms. Henderson said the club
would be a non-profit,
educational organization, and
wo u Id prima.rily provide
information to the student body
and sponsor programs and
lectures about TM, as well as
more advanced programs for
those who already practice
meditation.
For further information,
contact Terry Gwinn at
859-8844.

LOCATION:

HOURS:

....

H

WE CAN BURN OUR
WHEAT LET UM
E.AT THEIR . OIL!

-Summer scuba
course offered
Pieces from a
Bob Crenshaw, owner and
operator of a local diving
equipment shop, · will be the
instructor of a 51-hour scuba
diving course sponsored by the
FTU Office of Continuing
Education.
The course, scheduled from
June 28 until Aug. 25, will
include seven pool sessions,
three open water dives, rescue
training and' the medical aspects
of scuba diving.
Cost for the course is $45 and
includes all equipment except
mask, fins and snorkel.
Registration deadline for the
course, which will meet Monday
and Wednesday nights from 7
until 9 o'clock in ENGR 418, is
June 25.
For further information ,
contact the Office of Continuing
Education at 275-2123.

The State of florida
Human Factors Laboratory
Naval Tr~ining Equipment
·Center Orla~do, Florida

REQUIREMENTS: Undergraduate
psychology
.
ma1or
DUTIES:

AND I

Activity and Service Fee budge.t
could not meet the expenditure
with less than 6,300 students
enrolled. The fee comes from
tuition money and is allocated
by Student Government.
Former Student Body
President Gary Andersen
received a standing ovation from
the senators when he rose to
make his weekly announce·
me nts. The session was
.Andersen's last as student body
president and he commended
the senators for their work.
"We've made a lot of
progress," he said. "When I came
into office my goal was to get
more people more involved and
this has happened. But there's
still work to be done," he added.
At the conclusion of his
statements, Andersen once again
received ovations from the
senate floor.

EMPLOYMENT .OPPPORTUNITY
A positi~n .exist~ for one person
EMPLOYER:

GOD•sBACK

'b.umpe~'

NOT EVERYONE likes the "sticky" .of the
bumper sticker on their bumper, but those
who don't mind it collect the art pieces with
a passion. Above, a mini-gallery of the more
~ EARlH '' 1h.,

crop of auto art

out-of-the-ordinary stickers from 'the
thousands of FTU bumpers, whose widely
varied messages range from the humorous to
the philosophical to the unprintable.

reg••lered lr ode mork of Koho Sy•lemel . ln.c

Russet Ant iqu e
Sole Price $29.50 $38.50
Sole Price $31.50
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Stylelll
Novy Suede
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Brown Suede
'"\
Brown Groin
$ 3 6.00
. Sand Suede
Sole Price $25 .50 $ 36 .00
Sole Price $29 .50
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Style 400
-..........
Brown and Green
·.,
$29.50
Sole Price $19.50· '
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Style WO .·
Chamoi s
Sand Suede
$38.50

Style ISO
Golden Glove
$37 .50
Sole Price $31 .50

~
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StyloSOO~

Sand Suede
Brown Suede
Brown Groin
$39.50
Sole Price $25 .50

~···

Dork Brown
$38.50
Sole Price
525.50
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Style 501
.. · .--:-~
Golden Glove
• • ••
$42.50
~~
Sole Price $29.50

·'"'
Style 320
Sand Suede
$35 .00
Sole Price $25 .50

Style 110
Brown
.$35.00 Sale Price $27.50

Style 401
Camel and Novy
$35.00
Sole Price $25.50

... .

/ ~elp write and ·collect
material for lab reports and
papers.

To help you take your first step in the shoe that revolutionized walking, we're having a sale. From May
31st to June 19th Save from $6 to $14. Choose from
· · 20 hours/week when school , a selected group of Earth® brand shoe styles and
in session 40 hours/week sizes for. ·men and women. Available only at:

at other times
CONTACT: ·- Dr. David W. Abbott~ Psychology
· ~epartment" 275-2216·. If
interested make appointment
and bring transcript of-course ·
-.. w r .

Orlando Fashion Square
(Next to Robinson's)
3399 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla. 32803
Phone 898-1822
0 pen Mon.·Sat. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
·Limited quantity, selected materials and sizes

Child Care Center
-officially dedicated.
The FTU Child Care Center,
which opened in April , was
officia lly dedicated last wee k.
Speakin g before a cro wd of
abou t 100 persons, Dr. Rex
Bro wn, v ic e- pre s id e nt for
student affairs, dedicated the
buildin g to the education of
fu Lu re FTU stud en ts.
The center, which was built.
with donations from the Edy th
B u sh Charitable Foundation
Inc., the FTU Foundation and
S t u d e n L Go ve r n m e n t, was
off i cia ll y ushered in with
musical entertain ment prov ided
by the FTU Pep Band a nd 20
brighL-Pyed enroll ees called the
'Fl' U Cheru bs, "who sand
"St p, Step, Step We 're Going
Lo FTU"
D an of Women Carol Wilson
introduced the new dirnctor of
the center, Dolores Burghard,
who presented plaq ues to several
grou ps who contributed to the
completion of t he center.
Preside nt Charles Millican was
presented with a plaque, as were
Gary Andersen and Rick Walsh ,
president an d vi ce-presiden t of
the stud e nt body for th e role
studen t government took in
fund ing the center.
David R. Roberts, president,
of the Bush Foundation, and H.
Clifford Lee, secretary of th e
ge n e ral council, were also
presente d with two plaques, one

of which will be placed in the
fo yer of the new center.
Several groups donate d gifts
to the center. The FTU Women's
Club gave the center $ 200 for
equipment, and Carl Wolking,
president of the Sigma Alpha
Iota professional music
fraternity , presen te d th e center
wit h a stereo syste m. Anoth er
$250 was donate d by tli e Alpha
Delta Pi fraternity.
Th e re . ar e presently 39
children enrolled in the ce nter
and Ms. Burghard sa id the staff
expects a full ho use for the
s umm e r qua rte r as 32
applications have already bee n
received.
In ad di Lion Lo Ms. Burghar d,
the staff of the center includes
Barbara Davis, the teacher's aid
.and Betty Fune, the custodian.
Also, the re are five work-stu dy
stu den ts in Lhe center· Margaret
Mac alu s o , Debbie In di co LL,
Edyth BuUer, Pha m Hon.g and
Charisse Bo udeaux.

-

E valuation of VC programs stressed
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By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

Jllls.s••

Brown, vice-president for siudenf affairs,
dedicated the building to ·the education of
these and other "future FTU stud en Ls."

By new board pres ident

Fut.ure, -- .....

Executives inaugurated
at annual SG banquet
The new student body
executives, Rich Walsh and John
Kelley, assumed office and Deb
Sammons was named
"Outstanding Senator" recently
at the annual Student
Government banquet emceed by
former Student Body President
Gary Andersen .
The banquet was held at the
historic Longwood Village Inn
and
the evening was
characterized by chaffing good
h uni or and light bantering
among the 98 senators, guests
and administrators who
attended.
Andersen contributed to the
jovial tone of the banquet when
he announced Miss Sammons
had been elected by her
constituents as the year's
Out~tanding
Senator. Miss
Sammons rose and prepared to
receive the plaque symbolizing
the ' honor when Andersen
embarassediy confessed he did
not have the plaque.
"I just couldn't find it, Deb.
Come by some time next week
to get it," he mumbled,
attempting to subdue a grin.
In the same nonchalant spirit,
Andersen brought applause
when
he
announced,
"Everything that happened this
year happened because of my
fine cabinet ... which I threw
out."
Turning to his successor, Rick
• Walsh, Andersen offered a few
words of encouragement and
congratulations and presented
Walsh with a large, gaily
wrapped gift.
.
"This is what you might call a
come through your window
gift," said Andersen seriously.
The gift was a big rock.
Walsh, too, presented his
succ.-essor, John Kelley, with a .
gift: a. seven foot long bull whip.
'This whip, I hop~. will stay
in SC and "lie
eown from
vice-president to vice-president.·
You'll need it," quipped Walsh.
In appreciation to Andersen,

P hoto by Da n a Eagles

THESE BRIGHT EYED ENROLLKl!:S,
organized as the "FTU Cherubs," gleefully
sang at the official dedication of the FTU
Child C~re Center last week. 'Dr. W. Rex

By JOHN CATTANO
Staff Writer

John Call an de r, newly-elected
president o f Lhe Vill age Ce nter
(VC) Board, said he wan ts more
or g anizati on, evaluat ion and
re presentation coming from th e
VC this year.
Calland e r wa s e l e ct e d
president ove r the in cumbent
David Huang an d Mike R yan.
" Th ey are bo th well qualifie d
men," Callander sai d, " but on a ·
board like this it is alway s good
for a chan ge." Only memb e rs 9f
the VC Boar d could vote in the
election.
" Instead of advertising an
event as bein g sponsored by a

particular VC commit tee, we
should say it is being sponsored
b y t h e e n tir e VC," said
Callander. " Studen ts t hen will
become more aware of the
Village Cente r. "
Curren tly after every VC
activity, Lhe committee that
sponsors the activi ty evaluates
t h e s u ccess of the eve nt.
Callander said he wan ts this
done in more detail.
"M ore sp ecific evaluaLion
would enable VC boards in th e
futu re to ge t a be tt er picture of
just what happened," he said .
The funct ion o f th e board is
to "oversee the working of the
entire VC." Each committee

r e ports to th e board and
proposes various activiLies. Th f'se
proposals arc subject to th e
approval of th e board , which is
made up of 10 studen ts, two
fa culty and two staff memb ers.
Final decisions are madP by Dr.
Kenn eth D. Lawson, directo r of
the VC.
Fu t ure plans for publicizing
th e VC in clude a slide-show with
a sound track , giving an o vervif'w
of the VC. "We hope we can use
it during orie ntation in the fall
to promo te the VC," Callander
said.

WANTED
JOHN KELLEY
-Gift from predecessor
Walsh. announced_ seriously the
Student Senate decided to "give
him (Andersen) something he
really needed," which turned
out to be a weekend trip to
Daytona Beach.
Kelley finally joined the
joshing with a reference to his
narrow two-vote victory over
Sen. David Dingess, . who was
present at the banquet:
"I just want to thank those
two people out there who came
out and voted for me," he said
heartily.
Dingess, unwilling to let the
statment pass, responded good
naturedly, "Yeah, you two, I
want you to know I've got your
names... "
Andersen, in a serious
moment, praised FTU President
Charles N. Millican (who was
also in attendance as a guest) for
bejng "truthful," and added,
"It's not often the president gets
recognition for the decisions he
has to make."
The formalities of the evening
closed with Andersen issuing the
oath of office -to - Walsh and
Kelley.

PERSONS TO FILL MIDDLE MANAGEMENT.
POSITIONS· TRAINED IN.THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, FINE ARTS, OR ENGINEERING.
JOB OPENINGS-IN EUROPE, THE FAR EAST, AND

THE

uNtrtfif STATES.

BEGINN.ING SALARY

of

$11,000.00 A YEAR THIRJY DAYS YEARLY PAID
VACATIO.N, COMPLETE MEQICAL AND DENTAl
INSURANCE, ~ND :COMPANY SPONSO.RED
SCHOOLING.
For more information contact Captain Jeff Johnson, Army ROTC,

904-734-4121, extension 215, or call_Rick Payne at 273-704(;
or Martin Stanton ~t 273-3148.
l

• •

oor A visers

s~s~o~!ort~~a~g~ation· -~
of academic advisement
plague a student when he
enters this university, they
follow him as he tries each
quarter to understand or to
make his adviser understand
what is required of him by
the university and the
department of his major.
It also seems they follow
him right up until the day
he is graduated.
The student who appeals
to his adviser to see if he
will have fulfilled the
requirements for graduation
may hit up against a stone
wall. If the adviser
understands the system, and
if he is willing to take the
time to patiently match
each course taken with the
requirements of a student's
pro~ram, the student's
"Intent to Graduate" from
will make it smoothly
throught the bureacracy.
If not, he may find
himself spending a long
time than he planned at
FTU, or spending more
money on tuition than he
would have had to.
For students, we strongly
rec om mend not waiting
until the quarter before
they want to be graduated
to start putting their
academic ducks in a row. If
their . advisers seem
confused, they should go
elsewhere to find
competent guidance. The
many exam pies of delayed
diplomas caused by. student
ignorance of their
responsibilities or
inadequate counseling call
·for caution in scheduling
classes all the way through

We · again call for the
speedy implementation of
the Common Course
Numbering System to ease
the transfer of credits from
community colleges and
end the credit ripoffs
students frequently face.
Ad~isement of students
by students, proposed by
Student Government,
w 0 uId
b e another
improvement in the system.
Students who have "been
there" may provide the
most worthy advice of all in
adademic planning.
And lastly, we appeal to
the ad min istra ti on to
improve the quality of
advisement through training
of professors to make them
more knowledgeable and
accountable for the
academic advice they give
to students.
Advisement is surely one
of the most frustrating
aspects of student life; its
upgrading should be a
university priority for the
academic year ahead.
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~THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Crux of Hays_!!latter
credibility of officials
COMMENT
Page 4-June 5

Column's scope broader
than its headline implied
Editor:
I would like to comment on the editorial changes made by your
staff in the guest column in the Future of May 28.
The headline implies that I was discussing the power of
administrators only; however, it was my intention to discuss the
power relationships among all the political actors-students, faculty
members and career service employes-as well as administrators.
In addition, my original copy suggests that power in academia is a
complex phenomenon for all, regardless of whether or not one holds a
position of authority.
If one reads the column with these points in mind, one will see that
the focus of the column is much broader than the headline conveyed.
DR. MARILY WHISLER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
0 F POLITICAL SCIENCE

Future
FLORIDA
TECHNOLOGICAL
'
. . UNIVERSITY
. /::,DJTORIAL BOARD: Dana Scott Eagles, Editor-in-Chief; Randy Noles,
Managing Editor; Myron S. Carden, Kerry R. Faunce, Associate Hditors;.
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HDITORJAI. STAFF: Barry Bradley, Jolz11 Cattano, Don Coble, Hol/11
Criswell, Dee Deloy , Ario Filko , Alan Geeslin .4.Pnc 1Wcrritt Micha~ !
Padgett, Fred So11111,~e1: •. ·
·
.
· ., .
'
BUSINESS STA FF: Barry Po it, Business Manager; Kent K!ordie,
Advertising Manager; ferry Carter, Sales Manager.
77ie Future is published weekly at Florida Technological University by
President Charles N. Millican. ft is written and edited by students for the
unil1ersity community, with offices in the Art Complex on Libra Drive.
. Compl.aints may be addressed to th e editor-in-chief and appealed Jo
the Board of Publications, Dr. Frederic Fedler, chairman.
Th e editorial is th e opinion of th e newspaper as formulated by the
editor-in-chief and the editorial board, and 11ot necessarily that of th e
FTU administration. Other comment is th e opinion of tlze writer alone.
J71 e Future welcomes letters bearing signatures. Nam es may be withheld
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By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer

Just as we are about to
stones." We may recall it was
recover from the muck and mire
Hays' subcomm.ittee in 1968
of Watergate, underhanded
that so eagerly threw rocks at
international grain deals and
Adam Clayton Powell, D-Ny'y.
similar incidents, we are
Hays was instrumental in forcing
subjected to new congressional
Powell's resignation because of
skulduggery in the form of the
his very same issue-the misuse
allegations recently aimed at
of public funds.
Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D-Ohio.
In the May 23 edition of the
Is it possible they think
Washington Post, Elizabeth Ray
the
voting public is so dull
said Hays gave her a $41,000 per
and
dim-witted that we
year secretarial position with
Hays' committee in return for
can't see what is happening?
sexual favors. ~n a subsequent
Do these self-styled
interview with CBS, Hays denied
aristocrats
really believe
all charges.
they can lie their way out
Two days later, with the
investigative hounds snapping at · of anythina?
his heels, Hays said there may - - - - - - - - - - - - - have been a small discrepancy in
How much more of this type
his earlier statements and that he
of behavior are we going to have
did in fact have a "social
to put up with from our elected
relationship" ·with Miss Ray but
officials; It is blatant stupidity
claimed he did not hire her for
on the part of certain members
that purpose. The reason he lied,
of the government to continue
said · Hays, was to protect his
these shenanigans when they are
six-week-old marriage.
well aware that watchful eye of
The question of congressional
the public is eagerly scrutinizing
immorality is · of great
their every move.
importance and will have to be
Is it possible they think the
judged in its own right thwn all
voting public is so duU and
the facts are k~own. But there is
dim -witted that we can't see
ar larger, more important issue what is happening? Do these
that of the credibility of our
self-sty 1ed aristocrats really
elected officials.
believe they can lie their way
Whether or not Miss Ray's
out of anything'?
allegations are valid will have to
The time has come for a
be proven in a court of law. But
public outcry of the loudest
the fact remains: Hays lied when
proportions. Rep. Hays should
he denied the charges.
be forced to resign the
chairmanships of both the House
Furthermore, he engaged in a
Administration Committee and
mud-slinging contest of his own
the Democratic Congressional
by attacking Miss Ray's past
Campaign Committee. Secondly
mental health.
Hays should receive a vole of
He also charged that Miss Ray
censure from the full House.
was blackmailing him. Besides
Finally, at the next
being the oldest trick in the
congressional election, he should
book, Hays' attempts at
be put back on the farm where
character assassination fall far
he belongs.
short of their intended mark. In
The responsibility of curbing
the first place, why should we
government.al corruption lies
believe him? He has already lied
squarely on the shoulders of an
once to save his skin. Why
informed voting public. It is the
shouldn't he do it again?
right and duty of each individual
Hays suggested "those
to become informed of the
without sin be first to cast

in.adequacies of our elected
officials.
Start by reviewing the voting
records on key issues, then make
your views known by writing
your congrt:!ssrhan. H he doesn't
perform according to the
interests of the people,' the same
system that put him into
Congress can certainly t.ak-e him
out. ·
This November, make an
honest effort to examine the
candidates and vote according to
your best judgment. Further
public apathy will only bring
further
governmental
corruption.
It is about time we gel the
integrity in government for
which we so righteously cry, for
which we so dearly pay, and
which we so trulv deserve.

-.
Today's issue
last for spring
Today's Future is the last
issue for the spring quarter.
Publication will resume
July 2, with Future editions
appearing every two weeks
during the summer quarter,
· rather than every week. In
addition to the July 2 issue,
the newspaper will be
published July 16, July 30
and August 13.
Regular weekly publication
will resume with lhe first
issue of the fall quarter, lo be
published September 24.

Woodworking lures
prof from teaching
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

When Bill Dovhey was an
undergraduate at the UniversitYl
of Toronto he bought an old redj
oak table for $12 in order tol
save a little money. "It needed
refinishing," he xaplained, "and
I enjoyed doing it immensely. "
Ten years later, and now an
assistant professor of foreign
languages at FTU, Dovhey is
once again refinishing furniture.
But this time it is for profit as
well as fun.
" I s t a r t e d a s h o p i n:
February," he said. "Originally I'
thought I would become a
dealer, but that takes too much
running around. I've been told
there is a demand in refinishing. j
I prefer working with · the.
wood," he explained.
I
His preference for working!
with wood is obvious as Dovhey '
has resigned his position at Fl'U
effective at the end of this.
·quarter and his doctoral program
at the University of Toronto.
Dovhey explains his
resignations: "The problems 1
with getting the degree and 1
problems and pressures with the :
administration became too '
much.
"It's not so much the contact
with students, but the pressures
that are put on you from the
whole system," Dovhey added.
"The faculty doesn't have
anything of its own. Until you
get tenure you have to keep
your mouth shut and nose clean.
You have no self respect," he
said.
"That is why I've found it
(furniture refinishing) much
more rewarding," Dov hey said .
"So many of us who live in
thy white collar world have to
get back in to the tangible
world," said Dov hey.
And indeed, Dovhey's hunch
about a demand in refinishing
has proved true. "I made about

$215 working part-time last
month," he asserted. "And I
have two or three people waiting
for work to be done.
In his spare time, Dovhey has
worked on such pieces of
furniture as a cedar cupboard,
two chests of drawers, an old
gramophone cabinet and a
couple of tables. Work for his
customers has ranged from
tables and chairs to antique
kitchen cabinets.
Dovhey said most pieces take
between eight and 15 hours to
finish. "half of the work is the
removal of the old finish," he
said. "Hopefully it will only be
varnish or lacquer. Then you
decide what finish coat you
want."
"Most people don't stain," he
continued. "Most want the
natural color of the wood. You
can spend a little amount of
time with lacquer. Something a
bit more fancy (such as a
penetrating sealing finish) ·can
take more time (die to hand
rubbing)," he explained.
The furniture's original finish
often dictates what type of new
finish can be applied. "If the
(original) finish coating has not
cracked off and permitted
contamination, it (the wood) is
generally pretty," Dovhey said.
"Older stains don't come off,
but that's good because you get
a natural color." .
H.e explained the newer stains
usually come off, and the wood ·
can ·then either be treated with a
clear sealer or restained. But
"paint and good furniture don't
mix," Dov hey said.
"That's beautiful " he
exclaimed as he carefutiy hand
rubbed tug oil into a 50-year-old
table. "It (furniture refinishing)
combines the aesthetic with the
practical."

Gay confer~nce terined
'treinendous success'

- -

The statewide gay conference held last weekend at FTU was termed
a "tremendous success" by John Greene, chairman of the FTU Gay
Student Association.
The 85-member conference formed the Florida Coalition of Gay
Organizations and will seek to . become incorporated eve-ntually
attaining a non-profit-organization status.
Conference Workship Director Liz Williams said the coalition will
attempt to gain legislative enactment of the "consenting adults law"
which would legalize all sexual acts between .consenting adults. They
would also establish a communication network that would keep the
coalition members infonned of the latest changes affecting the gay
community.
According to Greene, the primary objectives of the coalition will be
to prevent sexual discrimination in such areas as housing, employment
and credit, as well as providing a unified front for dealing with
legislation .
.
"There are a vast number of gays in this state," said Ms. Williams,
"and we just want to receive some representation in the government."

----·
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WILLIAM DOVHEY has resigned his
position as assistant professor of foreign
languages to become a full-time furniture
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refinisher. "It combines the aesthetic with
the practical," he explained.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
COUPLES
Relationship or marriage counseling such as we make available often may be appropriate
for pa rt n ers who are unhappy. Relatively satisfied partners may benefit also from a
counseling-type program, however this experience is usually kn own ·as enrichment or
growth promoting.
This summer we are offering an enrichment group for married and pre-marital couples.
Our emphasis will · be on the positive aspects of your relationship. We will practice
communication - how to speak and how to listen - and the sharing of feelings.
INDIVIDUALS
When a person considers counseling theyusually imagine a one to one relationship with a
counselor. However, group sessions are also beneficial and even may be preferable as a way
to explore yourself. Group sessions have to advantages :
.
1. You need talk and work on yourself only when you are ready - someone else may
work , or the leader can suggest a ·group e xercise.
2. You meet and interact with others, .see their ways of handling situations, and learn
about yourself through perso1ial sharing. ,
GESTALT groups are available. If you would Jike more information about the structure
of a Gestalt group contact us.
THE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
Dorm

C Suite I 16

Phone 27 5-2811

CONSCIOUSNESS GROWTH
G.ROUP NOW ACCEPTING
NEW MEMBERS
Lz(e can he collti11uousl_1 enjuyed We create our mvn reactions to tile extemal world
Emotion-backed clema11ds pre1 ent us ji"()JJZ enjouing the here and now reality that /;fe
offers us. As we uplePel demands to /Jreferences. 1ve cease clouding our consciousn<!SS
IVith the effects of anger, resentment, boreclom, fear, ete. and become mol'£' perceptiJJe
and lo l'ing. Our consciousness begins to operate with an in tuitil'e wisdom that \Vas
illl/}()SSible when we were caught up in the endless ('hains of emotional rejectio11. We
· discol'er that we hal'e more energi because 1ve no longer 1Vaste it 011 ji-uitless intema!
struggle. Paradoxically, we tend to get more Ji-om the. e.\'t<:.'rnal 1Vould than when we
ch:mw1ded to haJJe it.
A new synthesis of ideas .fi"om eastern phi!osophJ ancl 1Vestem psychology l!as brollght
about a rech110/ogJ .t<?r rnnsciousness gm1Vth that _is ra11id and ejfectfre. The approach
works .for people with well de1·elo17ed.. rational minds who are cletermined to get fi"ee .fiwn
their robot-like emotional 1>rogrami11g.
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Community college reps me.e t
More than 225 representatives
from 28 public community
colleges aroung the state met at
FTU last Thursday and Friday
for a series of workshops
designed to further professional
development, share ideas and
exchange innovative programs
used in their work with college
students.
Thr representatives were from
the Student Development
Commission, a division of the
Florida Association of
Community Colleges, and
included activieies coordinators,
career employes, counselors,
deans and assistant deans,
publication specialists, registrars,

and univ er s·i t y liaison
representatives.
The theme of the spring
conference, the first one FTU
has hosted, was "credibility"
and featured a total of .28
different small group sessions on
topics ranging from student
retention to courses on human
sexuality.
Larry Matthews, FTU dir~ctor
of school and community
relations, termed the conference
a "success" and said he was
"pleased to be able to show off
the campus to so many
representatives."
Friday afternoon President
Charles N. Millican addressed the
conference on the credibility of

institutions in our society.
Millican said soclety expects too
much of institutions and that
too much self-criticism could be
detrimental.
Millican said the credibility of
every institution in society is
suff ring and recommended the
professionals present examine
their credibility.
The Student Development
Commission's annual conference
is held at a state university to
emphasize the relationship
between unive.rsities and
community colleges.

Library

ca~ds

to he issued
Beginning with the summer
quarter, the FTU library will
issue library cards each quarter
which will be used instead of the
plastic ID cards for checking out
books from the library and
materials from Instructional
Media .
. The wallet sized cards will be
issued to students at registration
and will be valid for one quarter.
Fa cu 1ty /staff r.ards will be
distributed -with today's
paychecks.
The new card is to ~ used
only in the library and
Instructional Media and is not a
replacement for the plastic
school ID card. .The plastic ID
card will remain the official
identification for such services as
checking, and health center
treatment.

Studies at the studio
Photos by Fred Sommer

LEARNING THE INTRICACIES of television,
radio-television students find there is much more to the
broadcast media than bright lights and glamour. Working
behind the scenes, Bowden Hunt, above, sizes things up
tht,"ough the eyes of a camera. Scott Reynolds, right learns
to work a control panel and below, Nancy Woodman
per~orms while Jerry O'Malley focuses the camera.

New food hours aired
Hours for the FTU cafeteria
in the Village Center will change
for the summer monLhs, a food
service spokesman announced
recently.
.
The cafeteria will be closed
from June 7 unLil June 20. On
June 21, the cafeteria will open
for business for the rrmainder of ·
the summer.
.
The cafeteria will observe the
foll wing h·ours Monday
through Friday only: Hot
breakfast will be served fro1n
7: 15 a.m. until 8: 30 a.m.;
continental breakfast from 8: 30
a.Ill. Lo 10:30 a.m.; lunch from
lJ a.m. until 1:15 p.m. and
dinner from 4:45 p.m. until 6

FTU students
make out
like ban its.

p. m. The cafeteria will be closed.
on weekends.
· The snack bar will be open
June 7 through June 11 and
June 14 through June 18. June
7, 8 and 9 the snack bar will
observe hours from 7 am. until
10: 30 p.m., on June 10 from 7
am._ until 7 p. m. and on June 11
from 8 a.m. unlit 1: 30 p.m.
June 14 through June 16 the
snack bar will be open from 11
a.m. until 2 p.rn., June 17 from
11 a.m. unLil 6 p.m. and from 11
a.m. until 2 p.m. June 18.
The sqack bar will be closed
for the remainder of the summer
after operaLing hours Friday,
June 18.
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By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

Student Senate President Pro
Tempore David Dingess said
·plans are being made through
Student Government to establish
a Florida Student Association
(the state student lobbying
organization) annex at FTU to
supplement state-wide lobbying
activities.

annex p ans told by Dingess
Dingess admitted plans are
"sketchy" at the moment but
added a budget request for th~
annex totaling $343.40 is now
before the senate.
According to Dingess, the
purpose of the FTU annex will
be
to
promote open
communication between
students and legislators. This, he
said, will give students the
chance to take an active:

BOR-, UFF negotiations
resume after delays
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

r

..

Collective bargaining
negotiations between the United
Faculty of Florida (UFF) and
the Board of Regents'
negotiating team geared up again
this week after two delays in
which the BOR team was given
time to study the UFF proposal.
Dr. Richard Thompson, FTU
UFF president; said the UFF
presented its 47-page proposal to
BOR lawyer Caesar Naples in
Tampa who "asked for time to
study the proposal." Thompson
said the negotiatiors met again
May 4 in Tallahassee, and the
regents asked for another
postponement to study UFF
dei:nands.
George Bedell; BOR director
of personnel and. faculty
relations, explained. "We ·met in
Tampa April 19-20 and then we
met a couple of days in
Tallahassee, we asked them a
bunch of questions about their
demands in order to understand
their terms."
"Before we make an)
substantive responses, we first
have to understand what iL
means. Secondly, we have to
understand the cost of their
proposal. Bedell said
n ego ti a ti on s we re delayed
because, We're under an
obligation to undertake a cost
study of their proposals."
The UFF has jumped one
hurdle, according Lo Thompson.
Dues checkout, whereby union
dues are deducted from payroll
checks, will be allowed by the
BOR. The dues checkout should
begin Oct. 1, Thompson said.
The main points of the UFF.
bargaining proposal include:
--Simplification of the SUS
employe classification system
through the adoption of one
classification system, replacing
the large number of different
classifications for the members
of tht> bargaining uniL.
--Responsibility for academic
programs, admission standards
and other curriculum-related
issues should be given to
"d mocratically elected senates"
on each campus. Department
chairma1i should be elected by
departments for limited terms
with departmental decisions
made in a· "democratic manner.,.
--Development of clear criteria
for appointment, termination,
Lenure, promotion and
evaluation. Each department
should develop criteria which
will be the ·basrs for these
decisions.

,

--Agreement between the
BOR and UFF on a statement
on academic- freedom which can
be enforced through the
grievance procedure.
--A simple grievance
procedure, ending in binding
arbitration, that will enable
grievance Lo be settled "without
the use of expensive lawyers or
lengthy hearings."
--Setting aside the time and
money for research.
--Establishment of minimum
salaries with out restricting
higher 'salaries.
--An annual salary increase of
5.5 per cent with cost of living
adjust men ts added. - Additional
compensation for outstanding
merit should be provided as well
as the establishment of a fund Lo
overcome pay iniquities.
_:Development of an employe
benefit program including a
system of paid insu~ances and
additional voluntary plans.
--Morale boosted by a better
system of communications
between administrators and
members of the bargaining unit.
Thompson said
he
"encourages faculty members Lo
drop in" on the open bargaining
sessions now being held at the
Florida A&M University library.
"You don't have people yelling
at the sessions," Thompson
commented. "The negotiating is
done
in
a
cordia!
businessman-like manner. It's a
very formalized method of
communication.''

productive part in the legislative
process.
"The annex is totally new.
There is going to be a workshop
this summer in Tallahassee for
those who are working on
campus annexes. After that
things. will start happening," he
exp fained.
Dingess said some of the
annex plans are definite. For
example, students will be sent to
meet and talk with local
legislators and all students
involved will be registered as
lobbyists in Tallahassee.
"The annex is open to !ill
students interested in working
with it," said Dinge~s. "We have
to know how the students feel
about the issues " he added.
Dingess said he hopes to issue
surveys to stubents on pending
legislation along wi.th teacher
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Dingess said he sees the annex
as a positive step towards having
an effective,· organized state
student lobbying effort. He said
it should be active by fall
quarter.
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evaluations each quarter to keep
up to date on student opinions.
One major task Dingess said
he wants to accomplish is the
establishment of a voter
registration booth on campus.
Dingess said DLxie Barber,
Orange County supervisor of
elections, is opposed to the idea
and the matter is presently
before Florida Attorney General
Robert Shevin for a ruling.
Dingess maintains Mrs. Barber
has no legal grounds to refuse
FTU's request to register voters
on campus but added there is an
operational problem.
"We have so many diff PrenL
counties represented here and I
don't know how many people
we could get deputized to
represent their counties and
register the students from those
counties," he said.

COllege · fidel~ ··
Master. UnionLife
"ORLANDO AGENCY'' 678-1326
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W ar..;.torn family
Jar from typical
By ARLA FILKO
Staff Writer

The Hubbard family, around
which the current University
Theatre production "Another
Part of the Forest" is centered,
is not your typical family. With
a slightly demented mother, a
corrupt thieving father
a
conn1v1-11g trickster son, a
spoined daughter whose morals
are suspect and a crybaby
younger son, they come across
more like Faulknerian
characters.
The post Civil War ·arama by
Lillian Hellman, the last in the
series of Bicentennial plays,
premieres this weekend-tonight,
Saturday and Sunday-in . the
Science Auditorium.
Dr. David Mays, prot"essor ot
theatre, steps from his role- as
teacher to that of Marcus
Hubbard, the selfish patriarch of
the southern family who became

wealthy during the war by
stealing salt from the towns
people and leaving a less than pleasant taste in their mouth.
Mays plays the part effortlessly
and is quite convincing in the
role.
Tara Buckley, who plays the
spoiled Southern belle Regina
Hubbard, is excellent as she
attempts to wrap her father
around her little finger, charm
away his fortune and set up
housekeeping in Chicago.
John Arey., who plays the part
of Regina's secret boyfriend war
veteran John Bagtry portrays the
perfect Southern gentleman.
The eldest son is a scheming,
cruel brother who lies often to
his father in an effort to siphon
away his moirny and be named
sole heir. Benjamin Hubbard is
played by Jeff King who
demonstrates, as he has in past

FTU productions, his ability to
handly the role comfortably and
develop the character well.
Through minute details-devilish
grins and hostile looks-he is
indeed the curel brother.
Sally McArthur plays the
semi-insane mother whose
continual babbling of
nonsequiturs about her search in
the black bhurch for happiness
causes her to be brushed aside
by the family as if she were a
piece of furniture.
Miss Birdie BagLry, who
comes to ask the Hubbard
·family for money for her poor,
ill mother is played coyly and
quietly by Julie Sargis.
Kim McKee plays the
youngest son,· a weakling not
bright enough to realize he is
being used by his girlfriend
Laurette Sincee (Dani Roy
Dilks) and to assert his place in
the wealthy lineage.

Production costs
curb musicals
If you're looking forward to enjo~ing a musical pr?duclion in the
University Theatre next year you are in for a disappointment. The
doubled cost of producing musicalls coupled with he results of a
random survey of about 1,000 st'udei1ts have brought about the
cancellation of all musical plays for the 1976-77 theatrical season.
The decision, made by the staff of the University Theatre, is
applicable only to the coming year and does not preclude musicals
being produced in following years.
Dr. David Mays, professor of theatre, explained the decision to
discontinue musicals and the future of theatre at FTU.
"The incredible rise in cost" of all materials employed in a musical
production from scripts to scores has been a fundamental reason, but
research uncovering the tastes and interests of a cross-section of FTU
students has also been an impetus toward the decision, he said.
Twelve students in a theatre survey class conducted a poll of 1,011
FTU students selected at random asking them questions like: Have
you ever attended a: theatrical production at FTU? How often? What
type of theatre do you prefer -- comedies, dramas, musical comedies
or musicals?
The majority of the students indicated they preferred comedies and
dramas over musicals. "We were surprised with the response," said
Mays. "We have been going on the assumption that people liked
musicals."
Only 16 per cent of the students questioned preferred musicals and
56 per cent of the students said they had never seen a live theatrical
production on campus.
"We are unable to put on a musical production that is spectacularly
competitive with the other theaters in town," said Mays. "There have
been 26 musicals produced in central Florida during the past year so
FTU is competing for audience, critically and qualitatively."
"Musical theatre is a very beautiful theatre and cannot be ignored,"
said the sandy-haired Mays. "But it is lavish, a theatre of spectacle
that costs us a fortune to produce. Competition alone is not our
function. We are here to amuse and instruct the university
community."
The 1976-77 theatrical season will bring a minimum of 11
productions evenly divided between comedies and dramas. "We want
to do two serious plays next year," said Mays, "the kind of plays you
cannot see off campus and two student directed plays, but we have
not committed ourselves to anything yet.

SALLY McARTHUR AND DR. DAVID MAYS play a
demented mother and thieving father in the University
Theatre's production "Another Part of the Forest."

In library lobby

SIGHTS

and

SOUNDS

Exhibit features
•
•
eng1neer1ng
art
By ARLA FILKO
Staff Writer
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Instructor
shows prints
at Valencia
Etchings and drawings by
Rosalyn Richards, adjunct
instructor of printmaking and
drawing at FTU, will be on
display at the West Campus of
Valencia Community College
beginning May 19th. The exhibit
will be in the rotunda of
Building 3.
Miss Richards is a graduate of
the Rhode Island School of
Design and has a master of 'fine
arts degree from Yale Univetsity
School of Art.
Th is ex h i hi ti on will be
displayed until June 11 and is
open to the public from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. weekdays.

With sounds of train whistles
blowing and songs about trains
emanting from loudspeakers, the
library has set the mood for its
latest lobby exhibit entitled
"Historic American Engineering
Record," a colorful display of
posters, photographs, paintings
and models of American
engineering technology.
The exhibit also spans the
history of American aviation,
and most of the displays are
from the private collection of
Dr. Paul Hartman, associate
professor of engineering at FTU.
The latest display, which will
be displayed through June 11,
grew out of an engineering
history class taught by Hartman.
In 1973 FTU worked with the
National Park Service in an
initial inventory of historic
engineering works in Florida.
Hartman was principal
investigator of the inventory
done under the auspices of the
Historic American Engineering
Record (HAER).
HAER was established in

1969 by the U.S. NaLional Park
Service to catalog and preserve
the historic works of
architecture and to document
examples of civil, mechanical
and electrical works of
engineering and industry.
Two reproductions of railroad
advertisell\ents are
displayed--one from 1855 for
Reading, Western and michigan
Railroads and the other
announcing a route between
Dallas and New Orleans on the
Union Pacific from 1703. The ad
guarantees "thorough Pullman
sleepers" for passengers.
A study of the architedural
variations in bridges is the
subject of two posters. Basic
construction sketches show
town lattice, truss, double
intersection, arch truss and the
t~TPP hinged arches.
HAER works closely with the
Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D. C. as well as
other universities and
institutions throughout the
country.
Several photographs · and
posters on display ate from the
Smithsonian. ·

Review

Brando, Nicholson carry plot,
but movie is hackneyed, boring
By MYRON _CARDEN
Associate Editor

MARLON BRANDO AND JACK NICHOLSON . play
eye-rolling,- brogue-talking "regulator" Lee Clayton and
horse thief Tom Logan in "The Mi~ouri Breaks."

Like many ballyhooed superstar confrontations, ·
the pairing of Marlon Brando and Jack Nicholson in
"The Missouri Breaks" is much more memorable
than the movie itself. And for United Artists, that
means money, money, money and not much else.
The hackeyed ·plot features Nicholson as the
leader of a pack of horse thieves with Brando the
hired gun (or regulator, as he is called) ready to stop
him.
The scripting features all the well-worn Western
cliches. The devilish rancher's daughter Jane
Braxton (played by the alluring Kathleen Lloyd)
falls in love with Nicholson as her cantankerous
father (played by John McLiam) watches helplessly.
(It seems all ranchers are portrayed in Westerns as
malicious and quarrelsome.)
As might be expected, all of Nicholson's gang
(played excellently _by Randy Quaid, Frederick
Forrest, Harry Dean Stanton and John Ryan) _are
done away with until the final confrontation
betw~en the two audience-drawing superstars. We
won't say how it turns out because it really doesn't
matter and the audience really doesn't care.
In this often violent-for-violence-sake movie,
director Arthur Penn and writer Thomas McGuane

fail miserably in any attempt of effective
characterization of the players and the audience is
left limp in the theatre with n.o apparent emotions
for any of the cast.
Penn often seems to use the violence and
grotesqueness of the film to capture the feelings of
the movie-goers with two hangings, numerous
shootings (including one outhouse murder, which
says something about the quality of the film), one
drowning and a slit throat. He does a fairly effective
job, unfortu·nately--for both the audience and the
two stars.
Brando as the ey~-rolling, broque-talking quirky
regulator is at ~is comic scene-stealing best as he
outwits and outguns the bad guys en route to the
final showdown with Nicholson. Academy
award-winner Nicholson for once is not given much
of a challenging role as Brando smiles, glibly talks
and murders his way to the bloody finish.
Both would be memorable performances, if the
movie itself wasn't so unmemorable. The plot is
such a yawning bore and so predictable that it seems
the writer picked each scene out of a hatful of
Western movie platitudes.
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1975- 76 year of success, woes
By MYRON CARDEN
Asso elate Ed it or

,

-

It was a year that won't soon
be forgotten; both for its high
po_ints and the Limes of
tribulations. It was a year that
saw FTU receive national
acclaim for surprising basketball
success while floundering all
year in money woes. This was
FTU, 1975-76.

The year started off with a
bang . Administrators were
startled by a record enrollment
of nearly 11,000 fall quarter.
This was an increase of almost
30 per cent over figu~s a year
earlier. This . was to be the
ominous signal for trouble
ahead.
Orlando Mayor Carl Langford
proclaimed the first week of fall
quarter "ITU Week." To
celebrate the occasion, various
activities were held on campus
during the week.
With
the increase in
enrollment, FTU students found
that parking lots were full. To
ease the difficulties, repairs were
made on some Jots and parking
was allowed on the .grass in other
areas to accommodate the 4,500
cars.
By the middle of fall quarter,
it was obvious FTU was in
serious financial trouble due
mainly to the 30 per cent
enrollment increase. With only a
5 per cent increase in operating
funds, Dr. C. B. Gambrell,
vice-president for academic
affairs sounded a dire warning:
"Obviously, we . can't educate
everyone that wants to enroll if
we just don't have the money."
At
the same
time
Commissioner of Education
Ralph Turlington visited the
campus on his statewide tour of
colleges. He called the financial
pinch "a crisis that can be met"
but rejected the idea of
enrollment caps as a cure for the
financial ills.
·
The fourth week of the
quarter also saw ~n attempt by
an FTU student or organize a
''consciousness-raising" group
for homosexuals. John Greene
was met with opposition in
attempts to advertise the club's
organizational meeting by the
Future and a local radio station,
but said he would continue his
efforts to form the group.
Later,
the
Board of
Publications recommended that
the
Future allow the
advertisement of the meeting.
BOP Chairman Fred Fedler
explained, "We were leary of
suppressing any ideas regardless
of how unpopular they were." ·
The beginning of November
saw legislative objections to a
proposed bond sale that would
see FTU receiving $3. 6 million
of
the
building
of
"nonacademic" buildings such as
a health center, bookstore and
dormitories. The bond sale was
postponed by the legislature. .
Construction began in
November of the FTU child care
center. The center, now
completed, houses a full-scale
educational program for children
between the ages of 2 and 5.
The Central Florida Energy
Seminar was held early in
November. Former federal
energy czar John C. Sawhill was
the featured speaker at the
two-day event which featured
speeches, discussions and
exhibits in the wake on the
national energy crisis.
To offset its tremendous
increase in enrollment, FTU
received $666,000 from the
Board of Regents. However, a
revenue shortfall would cut the
amount in half, President

Charles N. MHlican said. Plans
Persoanel problems crept into
for the money included the
the new when Dr. Henry Van
hiring of part-time faculty
Twyver, associate professor of
members.
psychology, met tenure
Even with the additional
opposition after satisfactorily
money, FTU officials expressed
passing the five criteria for
concern over th financial
rece1vmg tenure. A student
situation. Gambrell indicated
committee was soon formed to
there was a chance of enrollment
circulate ·petitions protesting the
reductions and fewer classes.
tenure opposition.
Deans of the six colleges
In another attempt to save
expressed the belief that classes
money, University Registrat Dan
were too large.
Chapman announced plans to
eliminate advance registration
As the money woes mounted,
beginning in the spring quarter.
FTU officials looked for every
After negative reaction from
possible corner to cut. One such
students and Student
corner was the shutdown of
Government representatives,
FTU over winter break for two
FTU administrators agreed to
weeks. The closing saved the
reconsider the plan. A
school "not less than $15,000,"
compromise was reached
according to John P. Goree,
where by the advance registration
vice-pi"esident for business
affairs.
period was canceled but students
December also saw the - could register the first day of
classes without paying the $25
selection of Betty Anne Staton
late fee.
as a member of the Florida
In light of the money crisis,
Board of Regents by Gov.
the BOR voted to cut back
Reubin Askew. The choice of
1976-77 enrollments 10 per
the Orlando civic leader gave the
cent, a move which would turn
FTU area its only representative
away 2,000 to 3,000 qualified
on· the policy-making board.
applicants at FTU. However,
To help generate public
under pressure from Askew and
support for adequate funding for
others, the board withdrew their
the State University System,
request for cabinet approval of
Chancellor E. T. York Jr.
the caps.
brought his "REport to the
The Regents also voted to
PEople'' meeting to Orlando.
increase dorm rates at FTU $25
Over 400 watched as York
per quarter beginning summer
explained why the universities
quarter. Telephone service
were in financial trouble.
would be made optional under
A crlmp was put in the .
the proposal. Many dorm
school's financial aid program in
residents expressed concern over
December as the state had
the hike and several indicated
difficulty selling bonds, the
they would move off campus.
program's primary revenue
Gene Roddenberry, creator of
source. Two hundred fifty-eight
the popular "Star Trek"
students either had loans
television series was the highlight
canceled or delayed due to the
of the year's Homecoming
bond sale problem.
festivities. Two capacity crowds
laughed and listened as
Roddenberry spoke and
Winter
exhibited his infamous
"bloopers" film.
Winter quarter saw a
Other Homecoming highlights
controversy erupt over a bill that
included the crowning of
would have allocated $6,000 to
beautiful Carolyn Paul as
the newly-formed FTU Waterski
homecoming queen and the
Club for the purchase of a boat.
crowning of Florida Southern as
After the Student Senate
the surprising Knights'
approv~d the bill, Student Body
basketball team ran its record to
President Gary Andersen vetoed
13-3 with its 11th straight win.
it, saying the legislation would
February
saw
the
set "an ominous precedence."
controversial denial of tenure for
January saw a bright future
Van Twyver by Millican over the
for the loan 'program as $10
objections of over 2,000
million worth of bonds were
students who signed petitions
sold by the state and the loan
challenging a criterion used in
ceiling increased $7.6 million.
his evaluation. Van Twyver said
This allowed the students who
he searched his records, but was
had loans delayed or canceled to
unable to find grounds for
receive their money.
denial.

Photo by Mike Padgett

STAR TREK CREATOR GENE RODDENBERRY spoke
and exhibited his "bloopers" film before two capacity
crowds in the VCAR during January's Homecoming Week.
Greene'$ ·FTU Gay Student
Association was finally approved
for registration as a student
organization by the Student
Senate in a 12 to 8 vote. The
approval was given following a
favorable 7 to 1 vote of a senate
committee.
Noted au th or and mass
communication theorist Dr.
Marshall McLuhan lectured in
February at the Village Center.
He attacked electronic medial as
the destroyer of Western man
and termed television a .. very
power.fut drug."
The FTU cagers continued
their torrid play by finishing the
regular season with 18 straight
wins and a 20-3 mark. The
4th-ranked Division II Knights
clinched the first Sunshine State
Conference crown with a
unbelievalbe comeback to erase
a 22~point deficit and defeat
Rollins in overtime, 95-78. F'J,'U
last, unfortunately, in the
opening round of the regional
playoffs to Valdosta State,
95-82.
March saw another BOR
meeting and another headache
for students. The regents voted
to increase tuition $1 to $2 fall,
winter and spring quarter, but to
lower tuition for undergraduates
$4 -to $4.50 during summer
quarter, keeping graduate fees at
the level of the other quarters.
Sorrow came to the FTU
campus early in March when Dr.
Ernst M. Goldstein, a me~hanical ·
engineering professor, died. Dr.
Goldstein collected many honors
during his lifetime including
twice being named "Outstanding
Professor " within the college ..
State University System
employes finally had the
opportunity to pick a bargaining
agent to represent them in
collective bargaining sessions.
The winner? United Faculty of
Florida won a first ballot victory
with 54 per cent of the vote.

Spring

Photo by Kerry Faunce

FTU BASKETBALLERS JERRY PRATHER (10) AND
DAVID LEWIS (13) go up with Rollins player Br~ce
Howland ( 30) for a rebound while Tom Klusman of Rollins
(14) and FTU's Benny Shaw ~22) l?ok ori dur:ing the
Knights' exhilarating 95-78 overtime wm over Ro~ms:

Sp ring break saw the
resignation of two FTU
administrators. Dr. David W.
Abbott, Psychology Department
chairman, resigned his post for
personal reasons whHe Vicki
Roussman, VC programming
director, resigned fo avoid
dismissal.
The first week of spring
quarter saw the opening o~ the
Child Care Center. Seventeen
children between the ages of 2
and 5 began to enjoy the
brightly colored rooms with ' the
help of a four·member staff.
Faculty dis con tent was
revealed by the release of a
comprehensive survey of
full-time faculty members. The
survey showed that a majority of
faculty members think the
administration is tied up in red
tape and does not support the
interests of th.e faculty.
H u n gr y
FT U students
received quite a jolt in April
when it was announced that a
Pizza Hut, a convenience store
and other retail outlets will be.

located across the street from
the FTU campus.
A final decision was made on
registration when Gambrell
announced that summer
registration will be held during
finals week instead of during the
break. Gambrell made the
decision after meetings with SG
officials.
April also· saw additional
tenure -related complain ts
concerning three faculty
members. Dr. Vaniah Baldwin,
assistant professor of
engineering, and Dr. Edwin C.
Shirkey, assistant professor of
psychology, raised questions
about tenure guideunes while
Dr . Klaus W. Lindenburg,
associate professor of
engineering, was planning to
resign rather than challenge his
tenure denial.
Rick Walsh was elected
1976-77 president of the student
body by capturing a resounding
72 per cent of the vote as 21 per
cent of the student body cast
votes. John Kelley defeated
David Dinges.5 by the narrowest
of margins -· 2 votes ·· to win the
vice-presidency in a runoff.
Also approved by the student
body in the spring elections was
the proposed revision to tlie
Constitution of the Student
Body which would streamHne
the judical branch of Student
Government.
May saw President Charles N.
Millican respond to faculty
.unrest by holding a series of
faculty meetings to get faculty
input on problems indicated in
the faculty survey. Millican said
the meetings gave him "a better
understanding" of faculty
problems.
About 1,500 students
at tended the annual spring
concert at FTU despite the usual
Florida rainy, windy spring
weather. Leon Redbone, Rock
Mountain Band, Catfood and
Vernon Hall entertained at the
concert, sponsored by the
Village Center.
The BOR voted in May to
retain enrollment levels at 95 per
cent of current levels for the
1976-77 school year. Earlier, the
board voted to set enrollment at
90 per cent of present funding
levels. Board Chairman Marshall
Criser said enough funds were in
the legislative appropriations
bills to insure only a 5 per cent
cut.
Another heated debate
erupted in the Student Senate
when the body voted not to
grant $289 to send the Medical
Technology Club to a national
convention because competition
would not be involved in the
conference. Debate focused on
whether the senate should ho
longer subsidize clubs to attend
conventions unless competition
is involved.
To some FTU administrators
and faculty members, it will be a
year that they hope will soon be
forgotten. For others, including
the FTU basketball team, it will
be a time they hope will be
repeated often.

......
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CALENDAR
OF -EVENTS

with local speeches

June 4 - June 10, 1976
TIME

E VEN T

By HOLLY CRISWELL
_ LOCATION

FRIDAY, JUNE 4
United Campus Ministry
Bible St udy
SG Commi t tee Meeting
Delta Sigma Pi

1 p.m.-2 p.m.

GCB 110

2 p.m.-4 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

vc 200
GCB 103 , 115

SAT URD AY, JUNE 5
IEEE
SLudenl Accou nting Society
Del La Sigma Theta

8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Noon-4 p.m.
2 p.m.-6 IJ·m·

Lake Claire
La ke Claire
GCB 102

SUNDAY J UNE 6

10 a.m. -5 p.m.

YMCA
Zela Tau Alpha
SAE
TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha

5 p.m.- 8 : 30 p.rn.
6 p.m .-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

Lake Claire
GCB J 14 115
GCB 224
MulLipurpose
GCB 216

. MONDAY, J UNE 7
SG Book Exchange
United Camp us Ministry
Bible St ud y
Residen ce Life Board
of Direc tors
Favors
VC Board
Pi Kapp a Alpha
Little Sisters
Tri-Delta
Yoga
Bridge
Christian Fellowship
Lambda Chi
Belly Dancing Lessons

11 a.m.-No on

9 a.m.-2: 45 p.m.

VC 211
GCB 224

Noon -1 p.m.

Knigh t R oom

3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-6:3P p.m.

vc 200
VC 200
Stud. Org. Lg.

6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m .-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m .
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 : 30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

GCB 225
LIB. 244
VC Gallery
VC 200 La
ENG R 109 ·
VC 214

Staff wrtier

That innova tive teaching and
" bringing r e alit y to the
class room" takes to p priority
wi th Dr. Ed gar Wyco ff, assistant
professor of communicaLion , has
been shown again this quarte r in
his plaLfo rm speakin g class.
The stude nts in Wycoff's
Speech 362 class are learn ing
first hand how iL fee ls to stand
be hind the podium before a
myriad of unfamiliar faces by
speak ing to communiLy groups.
"I believe classes should re late
direcLly to the real world,"
xplained the amiable Wcyoff,
who is well known for his
somet i mes unusual buL
inter<'sting assignm nt.s .
"So I thought for plalform
speak ing iL would be great to geL
t he studenLs outside of the
c lassroom Lo speak," hr
ex pla in ed.
Wycoff said he decidPd to
require t he stu dents Lo deliver
one talk be fore a comm uni ty
gro up, club or organizaLion of
t h e i r c h oice beca use lhe
expost1re is good for Lhem an d it
he 1p s g e L FT U i n lo the
com muniLy.
" People are al ways calli ng the

university lookin g for pro fessors
to come lec ture," said Wycoff.
" But re ally , the stude nts have a
lot to off er in th e way of
insights and views and people
want to kno w, so why no t se nd
students to talk?"
Th e s Lude nts have bee n
e n t hu s iast ically rece ive d by
Rotary cl ubs c!rn rch gro ups and
variou s business orga ni ":atio ns.
accordin g to Wyco ff.
Wycoff talked about one m ale
stu dent who, com plete wilh
beard and shoulder length hair,
d<' l ivered a speech call ed
'Thumbing in · America" Lo the
1aitland Scrtoma Club.
"I goL a letter from Lhern and
it seems the speech wenL over
very well. They enjoyed il and
found it to be informativ ,"said
Wycoff and adde d wiLh a grin 'I
gurss they goL some valuablP
insights to hitc hhiking ... "
Wyco ff sa id he fee ls coll ege
Lcachers have a responsibili ty to
sLudents wh ich includes making
Lh e c l ass r o om ex p e ri e nee
releven t lo "Lhe real world ,"
"The sp eeches were very
successful. I really think Lh e
university should relate itself
more lo Lhis Ly pe of ac ti vity ,"
said Wyco f f.

Appointed
DR. WALLACE W. REIFF,
professor of finance at FTU
s i nce 19 7 0, has been
appointed associate dean of
FTU's College of Busines
Administration. In his new
position Reiff will be
responsible for the
undergraduate and graduate
programs admini tered by
the college, will coordinate
business programs ai the
residence centers, work
with depru·tment chairmen
o n a d v i sement and
r egis tra t i on, coordinate
efforts wit h FTU's resear ch
and academic ar eas and will
rep resent an d act for the
dean in his absen ce. R eiff
said he hopes "to be able to
make a valid cont ribution
to the university" and that
h e will continue to teach.

TUESDAY, JUNE 8
SG Book Ex change
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
ATO
Chapter o f AMA
IFC
Pegasus Pedalers

APO
Fencing Club
Conflict Simulations
TKE Little Sisters

9 a.m. -2 :45 p.m .
11 a.m. -Noon

VC 211
GCB 225

11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.

vc 200
GCB 114
vc 200
vc 214
vc 200
VCAR
vc 200
VC 214

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9
SG Book Exchange
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
VC Speakers
APO Boy Scouts

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.

VC 211
GCB 102

4 p.m.-6 p.m.
4 p.m.-9 p.m.

vc 200
vc 214

THURSDAY, JUNE 10

.

FOR SALE
For Sale: 10-Speed bike,
$55; slide rule w/case, $12.
Call 645-5043.
Flight tickets to all over
American cities and all over
the world. Rates cheap, ·
service adequate and second
to none. Phone Timothy
Oladokun, 273-1288. Rush
now for your summer flight
tickets.

Need St udent to share
home with other student. 2 .
miles of FTU. 27 3-2212.
Female, over 23, share
house. $65 mo. + 112 util. ,AC, fully furnished,
beautiful yard for gardens,
must like dog/cat. Call
Melissa, 422-0951. 1341
Vassar.

SERVICES
Guitar instruction taught
with care and understanding. All ages all levels. Very
reasonable rates. 273-3904.
Roger

HELP WANTED

FANTASTIC BUY! Come aelp Wanted: Openings for
take a look! Lovely 24x57" persons with friendly
SG Book Exchange
9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
vc 211
- 3 bdrm. mobile home. 2
personalities for direct sales.
FTU Girl Scouts
9 a.m.-11 am.
vc 200
full baths, inside utility
Aquarium experience
United Campus Ministry
11 a.m.-Noon
GCB 114
Bible Study
room, central heat/air,
preferred. Female or male.
SG Senate
Noon-2 p.m.
ENGR 3:..
garbage disposal,
Call 628-4417.
Delta Sigma Pi
Noon-1 p.m.
GCB 103,
dishwasher, vertical door
Noon-1 p.m.
Fla. Engr. Society
ENGR 203
refrig. w/icemaker, stove
HELP WANTED Part Time
Phi Chi Theta
Noon-1 p.m.
GCB 114, 116 w /self-cleaning oven. Lots
or Full Time in Direct Sales
Matha
Noon-1 p.m.
ENAUD
of · other extras! 3 Aruba . of American Fiber
3 p.m.-·5 p.m.
SG l.JR Committee
vc 200
Circle, Palm Valley Park, 2
Insulation. Full Training.
VC Girl Scouts
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
vc 214
mi. N. of FTU off of
Contact Mr. Hines between
Delta Tau Delta
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
vc 200
Alafaya Trail. CaJJ Carnl,
8:30 & 11:30. 628-1612.
Leathercraft Classes
5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
VCAR
Yoga
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Stud. Org. Lg. Ext. 2691.
650 Clay St., Winter Park.
Leathercraft Classes
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
VCAR
Earning Potential
75 Kawasaki Z-1, custom
$300-$500 per week.
seat, new show tire, 2 sets
of 4-1 chrome headers,
1969 Volkswagon. New
luggage rack with back rest,
inspection
tag. $600. also
Continu ed from page 1
& 2 silver ·rain suits for
double bed · with Brass
FTU needs community
$2100. Ph. 275-1237.
plated headboard. $40. Call
million-which is more than the
exposure, said Goree, but
combined building costs of the
671-6369
reve1cing that exposure is
AUTO. MOBILES,
Science Auditoriu, the Science
difficult since the uniyersity .
WORLD'S
FINEST Big &
Building and the library.
PERSONAL
cannot expend funds for
Problems in securing funds
Small Cars: Chevrolets,
advertising andmust rely on
from the community for campus public service announcements
P.ontiacs, Oldsmobiles,
TYES - Thank you for
construction and programs was
Cadillacs. Special Discount.
everything! Have a great
(free advertisements) for media
discussed and Goree said FTU recognition.
Call Mr. Mead. 422-2314.
summer! TYES Love and all
received only $200,000 in publis
Goree cited a recent local
mine, Mitch.
donations this year. The
television public service
FOR RENT
expenditure of only a small part announcement lauding FTU
Congratul~ions Steve . . All
of this money is up to the which was forced off the air
Duplex
furnished or
my love.
discretion of the university since
because the community assumed
unfurnished, close to
most of the money received is the .university, despite the
shopping and FTU.
restricted earmarked for economic crunch, was "wasting ~'
Congratulations to the
Reasonable rent. Ph.
Graduates: Barry, MiChael
spec!f!t:: purposes, he explain~.d.
money for advertising.
273-4581.
and Holly. We all wish you

Goree

success and happiness. The
staff. ·

Typist - Experienced in all
phases of work. IBM
Selectric for professional
results. Paper supplied. On
campus until noon. Please
call Susie Weiss after 1 :00
at 678-3481.

Handwriting illegible? Will
type all materials, term
papers, thesis, resumes,
scripts, etc. Call 27 5-7962.

MISCELLANEOUS

Urbanization of Sunbelt
USA sustains a demand for
profe~ionals in urban and
regional planning. For
information about enrolling
for Summer 76 or Fall 76
quarters contact Graduate
Program in Urban and
Region al Planning, 208
Flint Hall, University of
Florida, Gaii1esville 32611.
(904) 392-2445.
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5God's Children~ Sultans of Sw·at
5
to nteet for independent crown
/
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON'S (TKE) KEVIE SHORT (top)
blows one past Rowdie goall~eeper Dave Sirian'n i in CoEd
water polo action Tuesday. Ms. Short's goal wasn't enough
though, as the Rowdies beat TKE 12· 2 to remain
undefeated and tied for first with also unbeaten Scotch and
Water. (Right) God's Children, right, clinched the Gold
division in men's softball with a nine·inning 7·6 win over the •
Wild Meebers. God's Children were behind 6·4 going into
the bottori:i of the seventh inning and this collision at the
plate gave the Children their third out and prevented the
Meebers from increasing their 2-run lead. God's Children
were to meet the defending softball champs the Sultans of
Swat Wednesday with the winner facing Sigma Chi, the
fraternity league winner Thursday for the campus
championship.

Athletic h_udget cut;
may lose two sports
Despite a $51,000 cut from
requests by the Athletic
Department for Activity and
Service Fee money, the
remaining $268,000 will cover
the expenses for the addition of
an athletic director and trainer
for next year.
· The addition of the two posts
was made at the expense of
adding another women's varsity
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sport next year and also with the
possibility of dropping wrestling
and tennis from NCAA ranks in
the 1977-78 fiscal year. Also
1977.
another women's sport will be
Gary Andersen, outgoing
added in 1977 to comply with
student body president and a
Title IX provisions.
member of the Student Finance
Andersen said if Dr. John
Committee which has been
Powell, · the current athletic
working on the budget for the
director at FTU, can come up
past several weeks, explained
with another ·plan for the
that the new athletic director
Activity and Service Fee money
will have the responsibility of
distribution, he could take it
acquiring enough money from
before the Student Senate for
the community to keep
consideration. But unless
wrestling and tennis on the
another plan is drawn up, Powell
varsity level. Only if enough
1 will have to abide by the current
money- is raised to fund both a · funding policy, Andersen said.
men's and women's sport at the
Andersen added if Lhe money
same time can any additional
is used in any way other than
sports be continued at their
what it was specifically budgeted
present status?
for, it must first be. approved by
The dropping of the two
the senate.
sports will not take effect until ·

Future---...

·SPORTS

•
FTU'S CHEERLEADING SQUAD for next
season include women from left to right
Vicki Foster, Stephanie Royal, Mari
McNelis, Heather Garvin, Debi Pittman,

Tracy Armstrong and Wilma Smith. The men
· from left to right are Curtis Mudd, Leo
Long, Craig Tench, Jim Moye, George
Jennings, Curtis Lee and Pete Webb.

Confined to wheelch;iir

Waldrop cops Olympic gold
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

Alan Waldrop has a heart of a giant.
No excuses, no tears, no alibis, no self sorrow.
Since a near tragic fall in 1973, Waldrop has been
confined to a Ii fe in a wheelchair. But life didn't
·quit here. It lived on and on.
"I don't feel sorry for myself," Waldrop explains.
"I guess that's something I have over most people
who can't walk."
Waldrop's fall was from Stone Mountain, (Ga.)
- where he and a close friend came away with very
,. serious injuries, but more important came away
with their lives.
Now Waldrop is an active member of the Orange
Wheels, an . organization which is composed of
people who like him can't walk.
Last week, however, was the highlight of
Waldrop.'s l 1h years with the Orange Wheels. The
burly blonde compiled a total of six medals in the
State Wheelchair Olympics, which was held at
...-'Miami University.
"I really didn't expect t.o do that well," admitted ·
Waldrop. "Bill Burkhalter (also of FTU) has been
the best athlete on the Orange Wheels, and I figured
he would do the best. "I've been No. 2 to him since
I joined Orange Wheels."
Now Waldrop is No. 1. Not just in Orange Wheels,
but in the state.
"The Olympics was the toughest physical thing ·
I've done," he said. "At first I tried to play

basketball. I never thought il was that hard to get
the ball up t.o the rim, but it's super tough,
especially sitting."
Wins in the 100-yard dash and the javelin throw
headed Waldrop's accomplishments in the state
t.oumey. Silvers in the 400-yard team relay, shot
put, discus and the slalom, plus a bronze in table
tennis rounded off the many honors Waldrop
claimed while in Miami.
"The biggest win for me was the 100," Waldrop
pointed out. Next biggest was the silver in the
· slalom. I was really more scared about the Olympics
than I was worried abouf how hard it was going to
be," the senior majoring in mechanical engineering
said.
Waldrop has also been one of the major voices at
ITU in helping wheelchair victims and their
problems with everyday situations.
Waldrop plans to continue with the Orange
Wheels, ~nd to continue iri sports.
"11Y wife is a therapist and that helps me a lot,"
he said. "I guess more than anything else, she gives
me courage."
~
.
Asked what was the thing he misses most since
his accident, Waldrop was quick to respond, "Golf."
"Without a doubt it is playing golf. I still ride in
the golf cart with my dad when he plays sometimes,
but it makes me want t.o play even harder. I watch
all the golf tournaments on television every week."
Alan Waldrop is a special athlete. Alan Waldrop is
a special person ... tough.

FTU's ALLAN WALDROP won a total of seven. medals in the
State wheelchair Olympics in Miami l~st week. He received
golds in the lOO·yard dash and javelin~

Intramural banquet
Photos by Alan Geeslin

THE INTRAMURAL DEPARTMENT held their annual
awards banquet Tuesday night. Alpha Tau Omega's
Superstar entry Mark Eason left, gets a congratulatory
handshake from Intrammal Director Kenneth Renner for
winning the men's division of the event. Robert Paterson,'
top, is presented a plaque from Renner thanki.ng him for his
five years of service to FTU as manager of the equipment
room. At right, Superstar winners Mark Eason (ATO) and
Sue Jeary Sigma Chi Little Sisters hold up the shirts
awarded them for winning the Superstar competition.

Co~mentary

Abrahamson h~ads 'Super Six' athletes
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

The end of a collegiate ycat is
always ru ll of finals, banquets
and parti<"s. Adding Lo the
end-of-year ceremonies arc the
"Super-S ix" athletes of theyrar
tor FTU.
Without a doubt, weightlifter
Don
braham on lwarls the
prestigeous list. The burly juniqr
acquired numerous lifting
records, not only in the state,
but in the nation as well.
Abrahamson has compiled a
total of six Flori'cla statr records,
BENNIE SHAW
six Florida Association records,
-2nd in coqference
and six tc><"nage record~. The list
Female Cager Terri Ray is the
goes on. However, the most
next recipient of the Super Six
impre&5ive honor Abrahamson
honors.
has muscled is a runner-up spot
Ms. Ray headed a women's
in the National Junior
basketball team to a NCAA
Championships, losing by a mere
play9ff berth against Delta State
one-half pound. Abrahamson
University (Mi&5issippi) and also
will also represent the United
.a.Hchored the FTU women's
States in 'th 1976 Junior World
softball team to a third place
Championships in Poland, where
Finish in _the NCAA National
he will compete in the
Championships.
123-pound class.
Ms. Ray averaged 20 points
Basketballer Bennie Shaw and
. per game and snared seven
boater Winston DuBose. claimed
rebounds per outing, in a season
the nexL two positions on the
FTU placed second in the state.
Super Six list. Both garnered
The 5-foot-9 sophomore also
All-American honors for the past ·
collected a pair of hits in the
two years, and led their
national softball tourney, in a
respective teams to excellent
disappointing 8-7 loss, where
seasons.
FTU held a 6-4 lead in the final
Shaw, who finished as the
inning.
second leadjng scorer in the
Perhaps the most versatile
Sunshine Conference's initial
athlete FTU has is Calvin
year, sparked the _ Knight's
basketball team to a Southern
Regional playoff spot in the
NCAA Division II tournament in
Chattanooga, Tenn. The 6-foo-l
guard averaged 24. 9 po in ts per
game in leading FTU to a perfect
10-0 slate in the Florida
Sunshine Conference and a 20-5
final record.
DuBose also joins the list with
two years of All-American
honors. The hard-driving goalie
gave up only 10 goals in a 15
game schedule while leading the
Knights to a very successful
10-4-1 season.
Among interested professional
teams looking at DuBose are the ·
Tampa Bay Rowdies and the
Miami Taros.

N.E. OFF DEAN. ROAD
Country living 4 bdrm, l1h
bath mobile home · family
room, large wooded lot plus
fantastic workshop, carport &
boat shelter, chain link fence,
low 20's . Ruth Rulo, Realtor.
.Area One, Inc. 647-8111

CALVIN LINGELBACH
-Dual athlete
Lingelbach. Th lanky junior
quarterbacked ihe FTU
basketball team, and was named
"Playmaker of the Year in
Florida Sunshine Conference"
by the Sentinel SLar.
Nevertheless, Lingelbach
unl~ed his sneakers following
the roundball season, and laced
up a pair of cleats continuing
his success on the diamond.
"From the ·first three weeks
after the first quarter starts,
until the final three weeks of the
third quarter, it's nothing · but
practice and sports for me," said

Other FTU sports notablL' ~
who desPrve recogniLion for
their accomplishments in th<>
succe&5· during the athletic
season are listc>d in tlH" 'Best of
the Rest" award. These are Toby
Crab!<", tennis; Ste\·e Bryant,
Lennjs; Sam Swanger, basPball;
Bo Clark, basketball; Kath)
Stilwell, sofLha!I; and Rich
Do1:nbrowski, wrestling.

Lingelbach. "It's weird not to
have anything to do now."
Finally comes FTU's most
special athlete.
Although he is confined to a
wheelchair, Alan Waldrop is the
sixth athlete considered on
FTU's Super SLx.
Following a near tragic fall off
Stone .M ountain in Georgia,
which lC'ft yYaldrop paralyzed
from the waist down, the husky
s nior has found new courage
and won a total of seven medals
in the Florida Wheelchair
Olympics.
Among his honors were gold
medals in the 100-yard dash and .
the javelin throw.
Other medals wer silvers in
the 400-yard team relay, shot
put, discus and slalom, and a
bronze in table tennis.
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Furnished Apts. 2 Bdrm. -Apts. $177 mo.
Indivi.dual

. $50/$62

3770 Khayyam Ave.
University Highlands

894-2970
or 671-SOOI
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East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla.
New radiators & repairs
Import - American - Truck parts

mCash for junk or wr_e cked cars & trucks
W Open seven days
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